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still determines the role of the subject, just as it did in the ver-

bal sentence: Si Ludy an nagta 6 nin relo ki Carlos sa harong

'It was Ludy who gave a watch to Carlos in the house'. Equa-

tional sentences may also comprise an adjective phrase and a

noun phrase: Halangkdw si Carlos (tall personal.article

Carlos) 'Carlos is tall'.

Existential sentences show either existence or possession.

These sentences require the use of either igwd or may. Exis-

tential sentences have a subject and predicate. The predicate

in sentences showing existence is a complement giving addi-

tional information about the subject. It is possible, however,

for existential sentences to comprise only a subject, there be-

ing nothing further to be predicated or said. The analysis of

existential sentences is complex and there is little agreement

as to how this sentence type should be divided into a subject

and predicate. In the analysis here, if the subject is general, as

occurs in sentences showing existence, the particles igwd or

may are part of the subject. If the subject is specific, as is the

case with existential sentences showing possession, igwd or

may are part of the predicate, e.g. May relo (exist watch) 'There

is a watch', May relo si ludy (exist watch personal.article

Ludy) 'Ludy has a watch'.

Existential sentences may also contain verbal phrases. These

sentences pattern like the existential sentences showing pos-

session. The predicate, as was the case with the verbal sen-

tences, is discontinuous. The grammatical subject is always

the noun phrase marked with one of the subject markers. The

role of the subject is always agent. The affix on the verb indi-

cates the role of the noun phrase which has been replaced by

igwd or may. In the example which follows this role is the

object or goal.

Igwa-ng itina'o si Ludy ki Carlos sa harong

exist-linker gave subj Ludy obj Carlos loc house

'Ludy gave something to Carlos in the house.'

Bikol word order is difficult to characterize in terms of the

relative order of verb, subject, and object. VSO order is com-

mon, but the subject can also appear between two nonsubject

noun phrases.
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